
Power in - Use a 9 VDC power supply with the following symbol:

Congratulations on your purchase of a Magnetic Effects Double Feature!

The Magnetic Effects Double Feature is a dual fuzz and fixed wah in a 
small enclosure!

The fuzz is a powerful and full sounding fuzz with plenty of output 
volume. Sounds great driving an amp! The fuzz is an original hybrid 
design utilizing a selected and tested NOS Germanium transistor and a 
RC4558P opamp to create the powerful fuzz.

The fixed wah has been tuned to have a very useable range sweep. All 
spots of the sweep control offer interesting tones!

The fuzz and wah can be used separately or together.

Volume and Gain controls for the Fuzz and a Sweep control for the wah.

The Double Feature has a high input impedance and a low output 
impedance. This makes the Double Feature compatible with buffered 
bypass pedals pedals as well as pedal switchers and wireless systems.

The Double Feature uses True Bypass switching.

Thank you for your business and support.

DOUBLE FEATURE



FEATURES
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1 - Fuzz. Effect on/off

2 - Fixed Wah. Effect on/off

3 - 1/4 inch mono input jack

4 - 1/4 inch mono output jack 

5 - Power In - 9V DC (On back)

6 - Fuzz Volume Control

7 - Fuzz Gain Control

8 - Fixed Wah Sweep Control

9 - Fuzz LED

Operating:

Connect a lead from your guitar to the input jack. Connect a lead from 
the output jack to your amplifier. Make sure a battery is fitted or a 9V DC 
centre negative adapter is connected to the Power in socket. 

To preserve battery life, unplug the input jack when the pedal is not in 
use. The insertion of an external adapter plug automatically removes the 
internal battery from the circuit
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10 - Fixed Wah LED



TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

- Current draw: 8ma

- Size: 118 X 60 X 40 mm

- Weight: 330 grams excluding battery

- Power: 9V battery or 9V DC centre negative adapter (2.1mm)

magneticeffects@gmail.com
http://www.facebook.com/magneticeffectspedals

To change the battery remove the four screws on the back of the pedal. 
Remove the back plate and attach a 9V battery to the battery clip making 
sure the polarity is correct. Place the back plate on and tighten the 
screws.

Batteries must never be heated, taken apart or thrown into fire or water. 
Only rechargeable batteries can be recharged. Remove the battery when 
the pedal is not being used for a longer period of time. Dispose of 
batteries according to local laws and regulations.

For powering the pedal, the use of a well regulated power 9V DC power 
supply is recommended.

If you always use an external adapter to power the pedal it is 
recommended that the battery be removed. 

The use of power supplies other than the type specified may damage the 
pedal. 

- Input Impedance: 470K

- Output Impedance:  Varies. Less than 1K-5K
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